BEARD WAX

40g - The Vanilla One - HOLD FACTOR 1
This NED beard wax has a low to medium hold and tames the unruly
beard keeping it in place as well as smelling great. Its selected ingredients
include Tea Tree, Sweet Almond Oil, Olive Fruit Oil and Argania Spinosa
Kernel Oil immediately give your beard an amazing lustre.

BEARD OIL

30mls - The Lavender One
This NED beard oil is a superior product designed to condition and
nourish your beard and skin as well as smell great. It's designed for
those that have a beard itch, doubles as a subtle man cologne and
triples as a shaving agent when grooming. Its selected ingredients
include Soybean Oil, Macadamia Oil, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Olive
Fruit Oil, Lavender Oil, Sweet Almond Oil, Orange Peel Oil and Jasmine
Oil immediately nourish and give your beard an amazing lustre.

BEARD WAX

40g - The Fresh One - HOLD FACTOR 2
Following on from the original NED wax this is the harder hold version
dubbed "The Fresh One". This NED beard wax has a strong hold and
tames the beard or moustache keeping it in place as well as smelling
great. Its selected ingredients include Citrus Verbena and Lime along
with all the other goodness found in the original wax.

BEARD OIL

30mls - The Outback One
Different to the Lavender One, The Outback One is 20% thicker than
the Lavender One and 5% thicker than its competitors to compliment
a smooth shave. Its selected ingredients such as the Eucalyptus and Bay
Rum give it a spicy scent immediately nourishing and giving your beard
an amazing lustre.

HAIR POMADE
100mls - The Ranger One
A pomade for a strong hold and slick, wet look. Can also be
flexible. Formulated with Oakmoss Extract for its antiseptic
properties, The Ranger One is restorative and soothing for
the skin that may be sensitive to inflammation or irritation.
It maintains oil and balance of the skin and slicks, shapes
and holds the hair in place. The Ranger One is long lasting
and water soluble.

HAIR WAX - PASTE
100mls - The Bush One

Matte finish moulding paste. Formulated with Oakmoss Extract
for its antiseptic properties, The Bush One is restorative and
soothing for the skin that may be sensitive to inflammation
or irritation. It maintains oil and balance of the skin and slicks,
shapes and holds the hair in place. The Bush One is long lasting
and water soluble.

BEARD SHAMPOO
200mls - The Oasis One

Hydrating Conditioning Shampoo is a two-in-one shampoo
and conditioner that leaves your beard and other body hair
feeling clean and refreshed. Ideal for using before applying
NEDs Beard Oil and Wax. The rich cleansing formula contains
a natural blend of Jojoba Oil, Abyssinian Oil, Peppermint Oil
and Aloe Vera. It provides a refreshing and thorough deep
cleanse that is mild enough for daily use.

SIGNATURE BEARD COMB

Our signature matte black metal comb conveniently doubles
as a beer bottle opener.
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